Silver Tongues

This is a story-telling game of charm, greed and friendly rivalry for 3 or more players.

The aim of the game is amass more Tokens than other players by using descriptive story elements to narrate how your character overcomes conflicts and obstacles on their road to financial glory, while attempting to cause as many issues for the other players by laying problems in their path.

Thematically interaction between characters should be modelled on the portrayals of Captain Jack Sparrow, Captain Barbossa et al from the Pirates of the Caribbean film franchise, though any setting is possible and indeed appropriate. 

To Start Play

You will need some Tokens - anything will do; dice, matchsticks, coins or counters. Collectively decide how many Tokens to play for – 10 Tokens per player plus at least an extra 10 is a nice number to start with. Feel free to add as many as your group would like to play for. 

Place the Tokens in the Vault.

Characters

In turn each player answers the following Character Questions:

	What do they look like?

What do they most desire? Cash? Diamonds? Lost treasure?
Why are they seeking fortune? For wealth? Fame? The thrill of the chase?

Characters have four Stats:

Motivation
Renown
Charm
Greed

Each player takes 10 Tokens from the Vault and divides them between the Stats as they see fit.

Play Rock, Paper, Scissors, highest die roll or coin-toss knock out to decide the First Judge. 

World Building

The First Judge describes the setting of the world the characters inhabit, based on the players answers to the Character Questions. The First Judge will also describe how the characters know or are aware of each other.

They could be siblings. Lovers. School enemies. Competing wizards. CEO's of rival companies. At any time any other player can spend a Token from their Stats to interject and add an element to the setting.

All spent Tokens at this stage are paid back into the Vault.

Play
Once the First Judge has described the setting and how the Characters know one another play passes to the First Judge's left.

This player has become the Complicator.

The Complicator describes a moment of dramatic conflict, something that impedes the collected characters from gaining what they have described as being the one thing they most desire in their Character Questions.

Players take it in turns from the player to the immediate left of the Complicator to say which Stat they are going to use in response to the dramatic conflict or complication – ie., they will use their Motivation, Renown, Charm or Greed – and gamble up to as many tokens as they currently have in that Stat by placing the tokens at the centre of the players in the Stack. This is similar to putting up an ante for poker, and should be explained upfront as being a gamble.

Any players who do not contribute any tokens to the Stack cannot play as narrators in the next portion of the round. 

After the Stack is established, players take turns to describe how they will overcome the complication or obstacle using as much descriptive and flowery language as possible to weasel their way out of the situation. The Judge should have marked down which Stat each player used during the gambling, and should be aware that their description of what occurs needs to match the expended Stat.

The Judge (to the right of the Complicator) awards the gambled Tokens in the Stack to the Character who provided the best description or resolution to the complication or conflict for winning the round of play. 

“Best” is always a relative term, so here are two easy-to-remember Judge Rules to help the Judge make their decision, as well as to help players find their grounding a bit faster at the start of the narrative round:

	Judge Statement
Each Judge should state, once all tokens have been placed in the Stack, what exactly they are looking to get out of the conflict. They might say that they want some action scenes, because there haven’t been too many. They might say to tone down on the action, and to up interpersonal drama a bit. They might say that they are looking for character growth. This gives players an idea of what to aim for, but only after they’ve already committed tokens. For the Judge, this gives them a criteria with which to judge the story snippets.
	Stat Relevance
Additionally, “best” should be a combination of the Judge’s personal favorite, while also being relevant to the Stat gambled. Consider this an implicit contract – there is no veto system to overrule the Judge’s decision, but players who are Judges should play the game as it is meant to be played.


The winning player then divides the Tokens among their Stats – gaining more Motivation, Charm, Renown or Greed.

The Complicator becomes the Judge for the next round and the player to their immediate left becomes the new Complicator by describing a new conflict, and so on.


* * * 

For example

The First Judge describes a world where the players are all space faring guild merchants and that the characters are known to each other as representatives of rival guilds. They have gathered on neutral space station to hold trade negotiations and cut deals.

The player to left of the First Judge becomes the Complicator and states that a random inspection by the Intergalactic Tax and Revenue Agency has been called, with the characters being summoned and told to explain the discrepancies in their filed accounts.

The players state which Stat they are going to use and gamble tokens up to their Stat maximum, placing them in the Stack. Jack abstains from gambling any tokens, which means the complication goes through – his character not only shows up for the summons, but also cannot explain the discrepancies successfully.

On the other players’ turns, however, they narrate a short segment (one player will use their Charm to get out of attending the inspection, another might be so motivated to not attend, owing to their vast knowledge of their guild's underhand accounting practices that they elect to gamble with their Motivation Stat to describe how they will overcome the encounter, a third player could be so greedy that their Greed will define how they will ignore the summoning by the inspectors and so on) with the Judge deciding which player's response they liked the best and awarding them the Tokens from the Stack.

* * * 

Moves

CUT!

At any time when a player is describing their character's response to a complication another player may call CUT! and interject.

The player calling Cut must add extra Tokens to the Stack – equal to the number of Tokens gambled by the narrating player in the current round. 

The current narrating player MUST cease with their description of thier response to the current Complication and the player calling Cut gets to narrate how the previosly narrating player fails.

The player calling Cut may not have enough Tokens to match the narrating player – in this situation they may ask the other players for help – in adding more Tokens from their own pool to match the narrators gambling bid.

If the other players refuse to add to the challengers Cut pool then the narrator may continue AND takes any Tokens placed in the Cut pool by the challenging player.

Overruled!

The current Judge may Overrule any one Cut at any time during a story telling round – no one loses any Tokens and the narrator continues with their description of how their character will attempt to overcome the situation presented by the current Complicator.

Duels

At any time in a story round a player can challenge another by invoking a story telling Duel.

In a Duel, each duelling player in turn makes a pun. In between those two players making puns, any other player may chime in with description of what the two are doing and the environment around them.

When a duelling player fails to make a pun (even a weak one is fine), any player may immediately call out ‘Not the Point!’. 

If anyone else can point out a pun play continues, otherwise the player has lost the duel.

Otherwise, the play continues until anyone says ‘Cut’. If the duel ends this way, all players not involved in the duel vote who they think won. In the case of a tie, flip a coin.

The loser of the Duel describes how they are bested or left vulnerable for a moment.

Then, the winner of the Duel may describe leaving them in an awkward or precarious position. If they do, they may also take any number of Tokens from one Stat from the loser of the Duel, provided they describe it.

Alternately, the winner of the Duel may help the loser out of their precarious situation instead. If they do so, nobody loses a Token and both Duelling players recieve a Token from the Vault.

Seduction

Seductions are identical to duels, except instead of puns, the seducing players make double entendres, and are judged on this basis. With a younger group of players, you may opt to take out Seduction altogether, or to limit it to the rules for a Duel as well – that is, through usage of puns.

Saying Cut

For both Duels and Seductions, each player has the power to say Cut to end the current scene.
	
Don’t use this ability tactically to stop players from getting to play the game - use it when the current scene makes you uncomfortable, or when the scene seems to have reached its natural conclusion. As with the Judge rules above, there is an implicit contract to play the game as it is meant to be played, rather than a system of checks and balances for how to deny a Cut or a Duel. In the end, remember that the game thrives on Narrative rather than tactics, and the purpose is to build a story scene-by-scene.

Rewards

Aside from rewarding the best narrator for the most creative response to a complication the current Judge may arbitrarily award a token from Vault to any player for anything they see fit – as long as it pertains to the story being told. 

If the Judge finds something funny, likes a word used by the current narrator, is moved emotionally or is in any way entertained by any snippet, action, play, move, duel, seduction – basically any moment that the Judge genuinly feels is deserving of a reward – they can take a token from the Vault and award it to the current narrator. The amount of tokens in the Vault will vary depending on how many you started with – bear in mind that having more tokens there will make for a more powerful Judge, while having fewer means Judges will not be as powerful.

The narrator must add it to one of their Stats.

Endgame

The point of Silver Tongues is to have fun with your friends as a collective while trying to undermine their opposing character's goals.

You don't have to be nasty, overly subversive, boarish or brutish – but rather you should want to tell an engaging and entertaining story as a group, with the ultimate goal of crowning one of the characters the victor – to whom go the spoils!

If you are the current narrator try and use your best, most descriptive language. Embody your character through use of verbal tics and hooks. Tell a good story – you want those Tokens right? Well you need to impress the Judge!

Alternatively don't forget to use Cut, Duels, and Seduction in a manner that enhances the story. Obviously, it is unavoidable that you will use them tactically to win, but that should be secondary to making a more immersive narrative.

Listen to the narrator – if you feel like their waffling on for too long – call a Cut! If they seem to be racking up the Tokens then challenge them to a Duel. You might even need to call on the help of other players for some more Tokens, though they might just leave you in the lurch.

If you play the game as if it is a narrative twist on Poker, you will not have a lot of fun. It is immediately obvious to other players that your goal is to get all the tokens, rather than to advance the story in a logical or fun manner. Instead, think of the game as being paced by the token economy. As more and more tokens become allocated to a smaller number of players, the narrative starts to focus in on those players as storytellers. When one person has all the tokens, the story ends. This type of approach will allow you to enjoy the game far more. As long as all players have this mindset, sabotage and conflict will be a lot more fun, and a lot less personal.

World Prompts

Megacorp

Consider a cyberpunk world where countries have collapsed and have been replaced by Mega-Corporations. Each Player plays as one of these Mega-Corporations – thousands of people intent on burying the completion and taking over the world. This allows players to narrate the lives of many characters, and gives the Judge perhaps some additional criterion to judge by.

Money Lenders

Consider a system of rival medieval moneylenders in the City of London. Amass wealth by stiffing other players, calling in debts and sending in the heavies.

Pharoahs!

Consider a time long ago – 10,000 years ago in fact – during which our players are the warring Pharaohs of ancient Egypt, attempting to outdo one another and prove that they will be remembered throughout history as the wealthiest example of the Nile's most powerful rulers. Though be wary – tribal wars, inter faction fighting and deadly assassination attempts are all on the cards...

Wizard War

Consider a fantasy world where all players are rival wizards from opposing Colleges of Sorcery in search of ancient and powerful spells in order to best each other in magical combat. 

Spy Time

Consider our recent history and the Cold War: all players are cold war spies and international espionage agents from independent, shadowy government organisations. It's James and Jane Bond time! Feel free to make this more realistic and historical in an academic group, or more dramatic and over-the-top in a more casual group of players. Gather intelligence, use cool spy gear, ditch those tails and make sure to keep vodka Martinis shaken (and very definitely not stirred).

Energon!

Consider that tiptoeing on copyrighted ideas can be great fun: our players are transforming robots from another world in desperate search for Energon crystals. Form alliances, challenge each other, and either hide from or befriend the native humans of this planet.

Nest Eggs

Consider the worlds of nursery rhymes and children’s tales involving small animals. For instance, being a magpie isn't easy. Players are easily distracted by shiny objects, and are on the constant look out for food, water, cats, birds of prey, and farmers with shotguns. There are many terrible ways to end your day when you are a bird, though since we are pulling from nursery rhymes those terrible ends aren’t too likely to occur. All your focus is on getting enough stuff together to make a safe, lovely warm nest for your chicks – and your eggs are hatching soon...

Quantum

Consider the world of pure science! You are all independent particles meandering through time and space. You need to find other particles to bond with, quarks, atoms, electrons, protons and neutrons in order to fulfil your quantum destiny.

Brainssssss!

Consider the apocalypse. Players are zombies. Get used to eating brains as you shamble around a wasteland in the eternal hunt for yummy fleshy goodness. And you're hungry.... So very, very hungry! Other zombies, rabid animals having escaped from zoos, roving bands of armed and armoured humans, electrical storms and bush fires all present many problems to the discerning brain-muncher.
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Consider the apocalypse, but this time with robots. Players are all hackers looking for entry into what is supposed to be the world's most uncrackable system, behind which is a virtual security vault protecting the Core: a hivemind for the robots that have taken over the Earth. They are onto you though, and the best that AI has to offer is hunting you down…

